
Tutorial S 28.11

1.Prove that reachability is reducible to

non-liveness in general Petri nets.

*it is sufficient to prove that single-place zewo

reachability problem is reducible to non-liveness

*let IN, Mo) be a net in which we wish to

test whether a place pi can ever become empty
*we construct a new net IF, Mo) as follows
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* three cases:

-neither to nor on has fired -> if behaves

exactly like I

-No fired before Oc-> i is frozen dead

unless pi contains a token

-On fired -O2 is permanently fireable

=> hence, killing sequence for I must eno

at a maching where pi is unmarked

=>

conversely, if such a maching is reachable

by sequence of, then 500 is a killing
sequence

=> thus, i is life iff pe cannot become

unmarked in N



Free-choice Petri nets - short theoretical introduction:

Three equivalent conditions:

00

*-Fpigap
poeg = 0

Ez-T
or p =q

- Vt,ueT tru = 0 or it =0

- OpEP,teT (p,t)CF7+xpCF

Def. REP is a trap if R.R

SAP is a siphon if <S

Fact. Siphons and traps are closed under union.

Commoner's Theorem

a free-choice every proper siphon includes
FX

net is live an initially markedtrap



2.show that the reachability problem for

free-choice Petri nets is not easier than

for the general nets.

Which equivalent representation of Petri nets

wouldbe the easiest to work with?

Counter automata as the arcs have weight one

lolea: represent counter automation without zero

tests using free-choice Petri nets

AHempt 1

*straightforwardrepresentation
*places represent states 5; and counters (i

of the automaton

*transition moves a token from si to sq
and increment/olecrement at most one

counter place representing automation action (



Problem: it
may

not be a free-choice net

from states, we can go
to

so or sp; however, if onlyOICET, one transition decrements some

counter, it is not a free-choice net

missingto

Attempt 2

=>
we make one copy of each state place si

for each outgoing transition to (we olenote

this
copy by say

·O-ty....Os, now each transition has
at most two ingoing places:

i f---=0 un one beingits own state copy
and possibly a counter place

Problem:where should each transition put a token?

loutgoing places should also be of form

sing, not sel



Hempt 3

* we create a copy of each
transition for

each
copy of the outgoing state place

to,l

->> Oso
To tes

5.8-] ->0ssr in general, each
& tai ->ransition can also

>-> 0 ss, put a token on

sin8-t" -> Ocu,
some counter place

5 2.2

60+7-Osue

Problem: two transitions try and the for some

& A can decrement the same counter

place reaching it not a free choice net)

*Hempt 4

=> we make a counter place copy for
each

transition decrementing it
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Problem: which counter place should be increased?

Hempt 5- final solution

* each transition with an outgoing are to

a counter place has to
guess which copy

of the counter to increase

Intuition: given a run of the original net we can

investigate the route of each token so

that we can determine on which copy of

the counter to put it know tokens are

signed" with the name of the next

transition that will use them)



=> we create a transition
copy for

each possible

choice of outgoing counter place
-> 4,9, 7

yoan,Oc
5Ioi 3, 1

S

↳I 003,2
turn45
=>> 0Szp

* as the tokens are insigned"we can recreate

each run of the original net; also for each

run of the new not there is a run in the
we do not

↑reserve

liveness -
original one but the new not may

reach deadlock

after this run and the original not may
not h

* when asking about reachability of state so and

counter status:c=3,0277 in original net,
we ask for the reachability of Son-1,
· 1 4

= 3,12,77 in the new net with all

the other places being empty



3.How to compute a maximal trap in a given set

5 of places in a polynomial time ?

*we know that traps are closed under union/

hence, a maximal trap is well-defined

*recall that RCP is a trap if RR

*we define the following algorithm:
initialize ai= S

while there exists sea and tc so

such that tQ

do 0==Q1 <s}

return Q

*of course the final returned) & is a trap

*now we'll
prove

that all the places that we

deleted from I cannot belong to any trap c S

*first, we design the following structure:

let 5,52,.... So be the sequence of all places

deleted from a ordered chronologically
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* next, we cold a directed edge from su to su

for Ian any time we deleted so because

of some t es, such that sutt, i.e.

S.OF intuition: for so to be

OFDFOs, a part of a trap one of
SO Sky has to belong to trop

* let so be a place that we deleted

-if there are no outgoing edges there exists

these such that t

-if there are some outgoing edges, in order

o add si to the trap, we have to colo

at least one end of these lodges too;

we continine the process and finally reach
some place sys.t. some to s andt

* thus, we have found the maximal trap



4. Prove that liveness in free-choice nets is Co-NP complete.





a homework

source:Jong Desel, Javier Esparza.
Free Choice PetriNets



5.Construct two counterexamples proving that

the Commoner's theorem does not hold for

general Petri nets (weights = 1, connected).

homework (not obligatory


